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Section I: What’s Happening Soon?
Masterclass # 20 George Kuepper’s Q&A Presentation “Radionics in the Field; It Really Works”

Free USPA
Masterclass #20, September 25th
George Kuepper’s Q&A Presentation –
“Radionics in the Field”
SIGNUP HERE
11:00 a.m. Central Time (US)
More information in Section II, Page 3

George is the author of:
Plants, Soils, Earth Energy, & Radionics (1998),
Radionics, Reality & Man (1996) and a new book:
Psychotronics and a Biodynamic Garden (2021)
Please review the additional information in Section II
George will give a presentation followed by a Q*A

Please submit questions in advance to
contact@psychotronics.org

Become a USPA member for only $35
USPA is a 501(c) (3), founded in 1975 as the US Radionics Congress.
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Section II – About This month’s Master Class - #20
September 25, 2021, George Kuepper will be with us for a Q&A. Click here to attend.
George is the author of the new book “Psychotronics and a Biodynamic Garden.” We have posted a
Kuepper talk in members only and have a Q/A like our Bearden webinar in March. On his website,
http://www.midsouthradionics.com/about-george.html
This will be a Masterclass after the format of March’s Class about Tom Bearden.
1. George’s book is available on his website.
2. If you are a member, George’s relevant video is available for free viewing on our website
a. Go to www.uspsychotronics.org
b. Click on the members tab
c. Scroll down to “BONUS VIDEOS” and scroll again to “2016 George Kuepper
Practicing Radionics for Farming and Gardening.”
3. If you don’t have your membership yet, you can buy and download George’s video on our
Products page.
a. Go to www.uspsychotronics.org
b. Click on The main header “Shop;”
c. Click on “Products”
d. Then click on the Video Icon
e. Then Click on the box “2016 Deerfield, Illinois” and finally
f. “2016 George Kuepper Practicing Radionics for Farming and Gardening.”
g. You can then purchase the video and download it immediately.
George will be on hand live to share his stories and there will be time following for a Q&A, so
jot down your questions and depending on the crowd size, you will be able to either “raise your hand”
and get called on, or type your question into the Chat Side Bar.
Don’t forget – This whole Masterclass is free and will be free for Re-Viewing by members in a day
or two after the presentation.
About George – he has more than four decades of experience in sustainable and organic
farming and gardening, and has practiced radionics for well over three decades.
George says, “I'm George Kuepper, originally from Wisconsin but, for many years now, a resident
of the Mid-South. I earned a Master of Science from the University of Wisconsin in Agronomy in the
mid-1970s and am blessed to have spent my entire career working on sustainable and organic agriculture
for such noble entities as The Center for the Biology of Natural Systems in St. Louis, The National
Center for Appropriate Technology (ATTRA), and the Kerr Center for Sustainable Agriculture in
Oklahoma.
I discovered radionics in the 1980s while struggling to revive an Oklahoma blueberry planting
where agricultural chemicals had been both overused and misused. The planting was the cornerstone for
an eight-acre U-pick farm project for the aforementioned Kerr Center.
We were replanting about 10% of the berry patch annually due to disease and other
losses. Conventional testing by Universities and private labs told me what the symptoms were, but
didn't help much with corrective action, other than to suggest more chemicals. It was certainly not
sustainable. I'd reached the point where I'd try almost anything.”
Around that time, I learned of radionics from several independent sources. I chose to listen to what the Universe
seemed to be telling me, and I allowed myself to be dragged—often kicking and screaming—into a New Age art and
science. I took my first radionics class in 1986 from the well-known radionics trainer, Steve Westin. Thanks to his skill
and patience, I returned to the farm with enough confidence to begin turning things around. It was amazing how
rapidly change happened.”

Listen to his presentation in September to find out what worked for him!
REGISTER HERE; keep the confirmation email. It is your ticket to get in!
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Section III – In case you missed August’s MasterClass 
Masterclass #19a and #19b- Beverly Rubik and Andrew Michrowski Presented: “Wireless
Technology, Radiation,” and “The Possible Connection to the Covid-19 Pandemic” August 28th
Andrew Michrowski started this Masterclass by covering the basics on wireless technology especially ELF and 5G, safety and health issues, where the technology applications are headed in the
future, and protective measures.
Beverly Rubik followed after a short break and her talk focused on the possible role of 4G & 5G in
the COVID-19 pandemic and the overlapping symptomatology. A reprint of the side bar chat of that
masterclass is printed later in this Newsletter.
This recorded video Masterclass is now available for free viewing to all USPA Members on our
Members Page on the website https://www.psychotronics.org It is presented in two parts.
You can join USPA for 35.00 a year (Discounts for Service Personnel, Students and three year
purchase) by clicking those links.
(No, they are not the same links as last month.)

Section IV – Great Lectures coming in our Continuing Master Class Series:
October 23, 2021, Toby Grotz will present “Mirror Image Symmetry in Windings of Coils”
Toby Grotz is an electrical engineer who has been involved on both sides of the energy equation:
exploring for oil and gas and geothermal resources and in the utility industry working in coal, natural
gas, and nuclear power plants. While working in the aerospace industry, he worked on space shuttle and
Hubble telescope testing in a solar simulator and space environment test facility. He has also been
involved in research for new energy sources and novel forms of hydrogen production.
Toby attended the first Earth Day while at the University of Connecticut and took the first course
offered in Environmental Engineering. His passion for environmental issues was fired by reading Rachel
Carson’s book Silent Spring, which he says should be required reading for every high school student. In
1976, Toby met Jim Fowler an organic farming pioneer who owned the first health food store in Denver
and introduced him to the research and work of natural farming advocates of the 1900’s, such as Lady
Eve Balfour and J.I. Rodale.
As a preview of his presentation, Toby sent the following:
Presentation Objectives
1. Present the history and background of the Inventor and his work.
2. Describe the methods used to wind coils using Mirror Image Symmetry.
3. Present test results using the winding technique on a small lab bench motor.
4. Present the concept of an Aether Tap, a phenomenon the presenter feels is present in many of
anomalous results and devices in the cold fusion, zero point energy research, and over unity
fields of research.

~~~~~~~~~~~
November 20, 2021, Glen Rein will present "The Role of Longitudinal Scalar Energy and BioEnergy in the Healing Process."
Dr. Rein received his Ph.D. from the University of London in Bio (neuro)chemistry in 1983. In
1984 he became a professor at Mt. Sinai Hospital, where he researched bio-electromagnetics. Beginning
in 1987 he studied psychoneuroimmunology at Stanford University Medical Center. He is a Director of
Quantum Biology Research Lab and Research Scientist, Estee Lauder, suggests that externally applied
quantum fields produce biological effects at the cellular level. He has presented lectures at USPA
Conferences over twenty times.

~~~~~~~~~~~
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December (Tentative date 18th) Dan Davidson will present a Live Q/A on “Shape Power”
Scott Beutlich said, “My dad [Bob Beutlich] loved the [earlier] little book
"shape power'... he had a small stack of extras he would give away to people.
Also, Dan Davidson spoke at USPA Conferences in 1993, 1995, 2010 and
2018.” The 2018 video “Dan Davidson Aetheric Physics Cosmic Structure and
Aether Function” is available in our products area now, and the other three will be
soon.
Dan Taylor shared this about Dan Davidson last month: Dan Davidson, has
recently (July 2021) revised and expanded his book, Shape Power, into a larger
Second Edition. Dan first used the term “Shape Power" in his first book on free
energy... "Energy Breakthroughs to New Free Energy Devices". At that time he
devoted an entire chapter to the effects of geometrical shapes manipulating the
aetheric field around them. The prime example of this is the ability of the pyramid shape to collect and
focus aetheric energy. Numerous books have been written on "pyramid energy" and pyramids have gone
and still go through various stages of fad within the new-age circles.
The ability of pyramid energy to cause various effects is well documented. Every shape manipulates
aether in some manner. A cone is an example of an infinite sided pyramid and as such will do many of
the same things which a simple pyramid does. The American Indian teepee is an example of a near conic
shape which has many of the same energy effects as the pyramid.
This book will explore how different shapes manipulate the aether and how Shape Power can be
used by you to enhance your life, your home, office, and your general well-being.

~~~~~~~~~~~
January (tentative date 22) John Allocca “BrainicityTM Brain Biofield Enhancement
Be sure to keep an eye out for our campaign emails so you won’t miss your favorites.

~~~~~~~~~~~
Section V – A Special Sharing from The Radionic Association of England
A Practical Radionic Course: Discover How to Help Family and Friends with Radionics.
[from: https://www.radionic.co.uk/discover-how-to-help-family-and-friends-with-radionics/]
This course is a practical 5 week online course,
being held on Mondays, from September 13th to
October 18th, 2021. The Classes will be held (in
England from 7:00 to 8:30 pm.) so, US time, that is
SIX hours earlier CHICAGO time, or 1:00 in the
afternoon. [Noon US Eastern Time; 11:00 US
Mountain Time and 10:00 am US Pacific Time.]
A little Background:
“The Radionic Association aims to promote the practice of radionics as an honourable and skilled
profession, to foster research into the science of radionics and to provide a centre for the collection
and dissemination of information. The Association is directed by a Council and the office is based
in Baerlein House, Deddington, Oxfordshire. We publish the Radionic Journal which is supplied
free of charge to all members and maintain a lending library of over 1000 titles.

About the class they are offering: https://www.radionic.co.uk/discover-how-tohelp-family-and-friends-with-radionics
The following 5 week course will be led by tutors of the School of Radionics and is for those
who would like to be able to help their family and friends. Each session will consist of a
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practical tutorial of about one hour followed by 30 minutes of Q&A. On completion you will
have sufficient information to carry out a basic analysis and to give simple treatments to
support health and wellbeing. It is necessary to be proficient at dowsing before commencing
the course. See tutorial date below. Places are limited. After confirmation of your booking
on the course you will be emailed a detailed pdf manual to guide you through the sessions.
You will receive a small DT10 instrument on which to broadcast your treatments and a pack
of colour gels. You will need to buy a pendulum and to have a timer.
MONDAY 13 SEPTEMBER: Subtle anatomy with Carol Bamber Judd & Kathryn Palfrey
In this session we look at the aura and subtle bodies: the etheric which mirrors our physical,
and our emotional and mental bodies.
MONDAY 20th SEPTEMBER: Chakras and the endocrine system with Gisela Norman &
Amanda Pratt
Our chakras are our powerhouses. They may be overactive or underactive. They distribute
energy throughout the body via our endocrine glands.
MONDAY 27TH SEPTEMBER: Systems and structures with Gisela Norman & Kathryn
Palfrey
We look at the individual structures of the body and dowse to find out how well each system
is functioning. We will note the worst location from our readings. Each person will have
factors in life which have contributed to ill health and we look at common causes and try to
understand how they are reflected in our analysis.
MONDAY 4TH OCTOBER: Treatment protocol with Carol Bamber Judd & Amanda Pratt
This session will go through the method used to broadcast healing treatments using the
small DT10 instrument. We will use simple treatments with rates and consider the Bach
flower remedies and the use of colour both of which work well with radionics.
MONDAY 11th OCTOBER: NO SESSION – PRACTISE AT HOME WEEK
MONDAY 18TH OCTOBER: Consolidating your work.
*NOTE TWO WEEKS LATER with a panel of all the tutors
This general session will be an opportunity to review the work covered in the four previous
sessions and also a time to discuss with the tutors and share with others any difficulties or
successes you may be having with your case/analysis.
COST: £325
MANUAL: You will be emailed a pdf copy of our accompanying manual. However, as you will
be working from this during sessions, we strongly advise buying a simply bound copy
which can be ordered from the office for £12.50 plus postage; UK £3.20, Europe £6.50
ROW £11.25.All sessions will be recorded and will be available on our webpage.
Attendees receive a Certificate of Attendance upon completion of the course. We’re very
pleased to be sharing this basic information and method of radionics however this course
does not qualify you as a radionic practitioner.
DOWSING: MONDAY 6th SEPTEMBER With Jacqueline Moore & Gisela Norman It is
essential to be able to DOWSE before taking this course because details of the analysis
and treatments are discovered by this method. Please sign up if you need to learn first.
There will be a 1½ hr session on 9/6/21. COST: £50 MANUAL: You will be emailed a
pdf copy of the small accompanying manual. However, as you will be working from this
during the session, we strongly advise buying a simple bound copy which can be ordered
from the office for £6.00 plus postage; UK £3.20, Europe £6.50 ROW £11.25 Please note
that if purchasing both manuals, only one charge for postage will be applied.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT THE RADIONIC OFFICE
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Section VI Articles of Interest
Al's Alternative Energy Reading Corner –

Al's Alternative Energy Corner
Neutrinos

Until 2015, neutrinos were thought to be ghost particles that
physicists believed could impart no energy when they were
intercepted since they had no mass. In 2015, Takaaki Kajita
and Arthur McDonald won the Nobel Prize for Physics for
their discovery of neutrino oscillations.
Neutrinos were proven to have mass. What followed was a race to develop ways to
extract electrical energy from them. They are everywhere in space so an energy harvesting
device could operate day or night, indoors or outdoors, underground or in outer space. The
people at https://neutrino-energy.com/ are working on this right now and have a patent.
Many other groups are quietly working to harness this energy source according to the web
site.
The YouTube channel is
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnpMxHAh1XmUOPl0Cajnq6A/videos
According to the news link at https://neutrino-energy.com/ Germany and India are
creating a self-charging electric PI car powered by Neutrinovolactic technology.
There is a video demo on the web site showing a calculator powered by neutrinos. It is
amazing. The devices will look like a battery but will never need charging. The materials
used are copper, carbon, and silicon.
Happy Reading

Al Kacperski ........
Treatment of Covid-19—A Short Case History by Nick Franks
[ed note: this was sent to me a few months ago by a contributing
member and has languished in the ‘stuff for the newsletter pile’ for too
long. For serious radionic practitioners, reports of actual field cases are
too important to ignore. At the end provide a link to download the
whole article pdf] (Photo Josh Thomas)
On 13th December 2020 I was contacted by CH, living in California,
one of my LRI-ULTRA instrument users. CH is a 25-years’ experienced
acupuncturist who is adapting her techniques for distant treatment using
the LRI instrument. Her message was (by email):
Hi Nick, My friend CF has Covid. She is lying on the couch, fatigue
and muscle aches especially in her calves. It would be awesome if you
can help her. She has 2 sons and is isolating away from her family as
they are testing negative at this point...... Covid is spreading like wildfire here.
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All LRI-ULTRA instruments share a common field so it is possible to access any person entered to the
field from any point by any of the user-practitioners. I am sometimes asked to consult on difficult cases.
The patient’s permission is also required; but the need to send me a witness is removed. Extremely
useful at the present time as airmail from North America is running very slowly.
13.12.20 — CF’s symptoms: Resting pulse: 62. Temperature: 97.3 degrees. Oxygen: 98%. Headache,
fatigue, sore throat (visible sore on one side), nasal congestion, muscle pain. No cough. No fever.
Actual reading for COVID virus at commencement: 75% (peak). I append some general comments on
measuring techniques and treatments below.
TREATMENTS
1. VIRAL ISOMORPH #13 98%
2. MULTIPLE INFECTION ISOMORPH #1 96%
3. ITALIAN CYPRESS (CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS) (herbs and plants)
The high percentages recorded above suggest that the infection load was increasing. Note that these are
peak, not average, readings.
14.12.20 —Thanks so much Nick. CF grew up with terrible asthma so I think she can use the support. I
will check in with her this morning and give update. I also added some acupuncture points for her. (She
hasn’t used inhaler in 10 years but she used them multiple times a day from a child to 34. She’s 44 now.)
14.12.20 —CF’s report this morning: Okay. Slept just fine. Same as yesterday. The sore in my throat is
painful. Fatigue. Two chief complaints. Nasal congestion a close third. Otherwise, doing okay. O 2 at
98%.
16.12.20 —This is from CF: Actually starting to feel better today. Day 9 finally! Sore throat pretty much
gone. (It was a canker sore on my left side). Headache gone. Still have nasal congestion. Fatigue much
less. Not achy. Just sore from lying down so much.
4. MULTIPLE INFECTION ISOMORPH #11 98%
5. THROAT CHAKRA - INTEGRITY WITH CELLS 86%
6. LUNGS - INFLAMMATION 54%
7. RESPIRATORY SYSTEM - INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE 97% homoeopathic)
13. ARION DISTINCTUS (homoeopathic)
14. CROWN CHAKRA - INTEGRITY WITH ETHERIC PRE-PHYSICAL 98%
15. ETHERIC BODY - SHOCK 97%33
21.12.20
16. TISSUES - NORMALISATION 82%
26.12.20 —Cough is gone! I finally felt myself on Tuesday. Three weeks after it all began.
31.12.20 —(treatment continues to improve respiratory system and give general toning)
17. RESPIRATORY - ALLERGY 95%
18: PINUS PALUSTRIS (homoeopathic)
THE TREATMENTS
It can always be said that a case like this might just resolve naturally without any intervention. However,
given the general unpredictability of how each individual will respond to COVID, it is better in my
opinion to take a proactive approach. There are various important points in an acute and potentially
serious or even mortal case such as this, which particularly has the added problem of a pre-existing
condition (asthma).
• There must be a suitable range of treatments available and an ability to find and apply them as required.
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• Regular reporting is essential from the patient or carers as to progress or lack of it, since symptoms may
change rapidly. Reporting provides a guide to the practitioner and enables rapid assessment as to how to
respond. Radiesthesic testing may indicate improvements but confirmation is extremely helpful.
• Paraphysical-level pathology requires paraphysical-level intervention. Treating Subtle Bodies may be of
use but as the illness has progressed to the point of physical symptoms, derangements to subtle energies
have passed the point where correcting these alone may be insufficient to resolve the situation.
Nevertheless, paraphysical treatments should where possible also contain the subtle body counterpart
remedy images e.g. Etheric, Astral, etc.
All treatments were performed with my LRI-ULTRA instrument, which provides a very large number of
treatments across paraphysical and subtle bodies.
When taking readings I here follow the method set out by the late Malcolm Rae (1913 - 1979) who
proposes we take readings over the range 0 to 100%, the higher the reading, the more serious the
potential problem. Rae also advises we take PEAK readings i.e. at the worst point; AVERAGE readings
are possible, but as they tend to be bland they do not necessarily indicate the potential seriousness of the
situation. As an example you might get RESPIRATORY - VIRAL INFECTION 90/08 (peak/average).
In this case the infection is concentrated; but if we later read 90/21, then we know that the infection is
tending to spread, rather than being stable or potentially decreasing. If we only took an average reading,
8% might not indicate that action was necessary; many people have low level infections which are
normally kept in check by the immune system.
If I write VIRAL ISOMORPH #13 98% what I mean is that this treatment is strongly required i.e. 98%
out 100. This implies to me that the infection is increasing as the treatment requirement is stronger than
the actual virus reading.
Finally, you can take a reading for TOTALITY OF SYMPTOMS, again using the Peak/Average
method. The idea of Totality of Symptoms is a lift from homoeopathic thinking, where the totality
indicates what needs to be treated in the repertorization (matching of symptoms to the remedy picture).
In the radionic approach I mean when looking at the patient as a whole, what is the worst point and what
is the average of symptoms? So in this case there are various readings higher than the actual COVID
reading, which indicates generally there is more to be dealt with than just the presenting problem. You
can then ask ‘which remedy will most decrease the totality of symptoms?’ or ‘how many remedies are
required to normalise the patient?’ (etc)
ISOMORPHs come from my core collection of anti-infective treatments. At the present time there are
154 of these, including, for example BACTERIAL ISOMORPHs 1 - 23; VIRAL ISOMORPHs 1 - 24,
and etc. The basic concept is that pathogens have energy points—these may be approximated to the
concept of acupuncture points. These points allow inflow of Prana (life force energy). In the case of
VIRAL ISOMORPHs the basis is that viruses have typically around 40 such points which are
configured in various ways per virus species. If the relevant points can be blocked or choked off, the
virus will be unable to continue functioning due to insufficient Prana and can be removed much more
easily by the immune system1. The underlying argument in radionics is that nothing can infect if it
cannot first install itself in the host’s energy bodies—this is the prodrome; the physical infection
follows. ISOMORPH means ‘similar structure’, in the sense that viruses share common attributes which
make them identifiable as viruses as opposed to some other kind of microorganism2. Thus the
ISOMORPHs can be applied in various combinations in the attempt to counteract infection. Obviously,
the stronger or deeper the infection, the more difficult the task; but the general idea should be clear.
Different ISOMORPHs can be combined according to the situation; the design includes the ability to
avoid killing off useful microorganisms (commensals etc). Larger pathogens e.g. bacteria and parasites,
will have more energy points to contend with.
HERBS & PLANTS have a wide range of uses and can be applied radionically. Here treatment 3
ITALIAN CYPRESS assists in the anti-infective process.
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HOMOEOPATHY is well-known. The well-selected remedy will tend to have a broader-ranging
effect than many pure radionic treatments, which tend to be more localised in their action.
LOCATION treatments go back to the work of Ruth Drown. One of Drown’s fundamental ideas was
that if we feed back the ‘normal’ energy pattern to diseased cells or organs, the body would in time be
encouraged to replace the diseased cells with normally functioning cells.
NORMALISATION treatments encourage the target cells or organs to function normally i.e. the
disease process may have been removed but function and energy may not have returned to normal. We
read of so-called ‘long COVID’ where people are suffering a range of symptoms long after the disease
proper has finished—another reason to give treatment in the acute phase of the infection. Such
symptoms are generally referred to as Acute Miasms or Sequelae and here, homoeopathy and
normalisation and related treatments may be very useful.
GENERAL COMMENTS
This is actually the second COVID case I have treated. Unlike the first where herbs etc were also used,
here we have a largely clear case of use of Radionics only, so a pretty straightforward assessment of
efficacy can be made. Nevertheless, both cases had a successful outcome.
At the time of writing the world is in the deep grip of COVID infection and we are informed that
approximately 1.8 to 2 million people have perished. Medical dogma is that no treatment exists and that
the only way out is mass vaccination using a novel genetic process which may, or may not, have
considerable effects on the health of humanity downstream. Marked ‘unknown’; presumably the greatest
mass medical experiment in history is under way.
It would seem, however, that various forms of complementary medicine can in fact produce curative
results and I do not think it is out of order to suggest that many lives could have been saved if the
medical establishment was not so bound in its dogma and alternative approaches were allowed to be
used, albeit in lieu of drugs. Homoeopathy for instance offers various remedies and those interested may
investigate for example Phosphorus and Carboneum Oxygenisatum (Carbon Monoxide). Lynn
McTaggart reports on various protocols in What Doctors Don’t Tell You (issue October 2020), including
high-dose vitamin therapy, iodine, micro-immuno therapy, BHT3, herbs, and so on. Practitioners may
also test for the strength of IgA (Immunoglobulin A)4, which is heavily involved in defence against
infection; if necessary, various radionic techniques may be applied to attempt to enhance it.
In general, however, there is widespread suppression of alternative information and approaches—
which some may think is morally or even criminally culpable, given the lack of any orthodox treatment.
Another result is a large rise in the number of conspiracy theories (many of them complete lunacy)
which are poisoning the mental atmosphere of humanity and breaking down, not increasing, trust in the
medical and other authorities and generally tearing up the social fabric. But as we know from history,
nothing kills like dogma—and history repeats itself. [ed note: I put all the footnotes at the end]
1.
2.

3.
4.

I do not know if the Isomorphs work on pathogens in vitro as I do not have lab facilities to carry out such tests.
I am aware of pleomorphic theories of pathogen origin. These come from researchers such as Bechamp, Rife, Naessens
etc and suggest that the healthy body contains healthy life organisms (somatids etc) which in the presence of negative
terrain in the body become converted into various forms of pathogenic microorganisms. Whether this theory is correct or
not I cannot say, but in my opinion the immediate task is to deal with what is there and on the attack, however it might
have arisen. Further investigation is doubtless required.
Butylated hydroxytoluene
‘Immunoglobulin A (IgA) is the first line of defense in the resistance against infection, via inhibiting bacterial and viral
adhesion to epithelial cells and by neutralization of bacterial toxins and virus, both extra- and intracellularly. IgA also
eliminates pathogens or antigens via an IgA-mediated excretory pathway where binding to IgA is followed by
polyimmunoglobulin receptor-mediated transport of immune complexes.’ (www.immunology.org)

Treatment of COVID-19 Shot Case History by Nick Franks Click the link to download the pdf
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Registration has reopened for afor Scientific Exploration (SSE) and the Parapsychological
Association (PA) convention replay!

Over the summer, the Society for Scientific Exploration (SSE) and the Parapsychological Association (PA)
joined together to sponsor an online convention that emphasized the connections between all of us – seen and
unseen. Sixty professionals and students from around the globe joined us to share their latest research at the edges
of science, along with an audience of hundreds.
Both the SSE and PA follow strict scientific approaches to pursue a better understanding of the human
condition through explorations of anomalous experiences, remote viewing, subtle energies of the body, intentional
and unconscious effects on objects and electronics, encounters, and other events related to the nature of
consciousness.
This convention replay offers a final opportunity for registrants to view the entire library of over 60 recorded
talks and Q&A sessions from that event between now and December 15, 2021. Enjoy this opportunity before it is
gone. (If you attended, the replay is free.)

For Those Who Watched The Double Header Masterclass #19, Here’s The Rubik / Michrowski
Zoom Chat. Some questions are answered in the chat.
(Some asked for Beverly’s paper "The Effects of Subtle External Stimuli on Chiral Symmetry
Breaking during Crystallization of Sodium Chlorate from Aqueous Solutions.” Here’s an internal LINK.
There are products by Michrowski’s company in the classified section. USPA cannot, (by nonprofit law) endorse any product in this section, but we can tell you they are there!)
Here’s the Chat
09:01:36- From: Eileen Balint: hello everyone from Canada!
09:02:09- From: james wilson: Hi UK
09:02:36- From: james wilson: Can some one record this? (Yes, it is recorded; see more comments below)
09:03:53- From: Helen Bramow: no sound
09:04:29- From: Eileen Balint: Sound is great!
09:04:29- From: kat lucas: also no sound
09:05:26- From: TW: Will you be providing a zoom recording of today's presentation?
[Editor’s response: All of our masterclasses are available for free re-viewing by members of USPA. If you
are a member, sign in to our website and click on the members tab. Within a few days of each
masterclass, the recording is posted in “Watch The Latest USPA Presentation.” I keep the last two
there. Then they drop down to the section, “Watch the USPA Masterclass Video Series” If you are not a
member but would like to join, click here: Join USPA}
09:05:53- From: Lucie Montpetit: Thank you for the invitation.
09:06:41- From: TW: Thanks!
09:08:08- From: Eileen Balint: QUESTION: What is the relationship between FIBRE OPTIC and 5G?
09:13:45- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: No relationship between 5G and Fiber optics
09:14:46- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: Fiber optics is harmless!
09:15:24- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: Fiber Optics is LIGHT!. (
09:20:16- From: Lynn Gehl: I wonder what he is having for lunch.:)
09:22:08- From: Kindling Maker: * she
09:30:49- From: U.S. Psychotronics Association: Thanks for joining us for our Masters Class Series. Please
Donate and become a member of US Psychotronics, to support this series and future conferences.
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09:31:58- From: U.S. Psychotronics Association: Members will be able to view this and 55 other talks
09:32:21- From: U.S. Psychotronics Association: $35 / yr $90 / 3yrs
09:32:59- From: Nora N: Already signed up for an annual membership :) Is there a LIfe membership ?
[Editor: They will be discussing that at the Board meeting this Month. Email me at
gailinvermont@outlook.com.]
09:44:23- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: 5G is used: 95-96 GHz Weaponized Crowd Control (skin will literally burn
after a few seconds!). Did you say Iraq war?
09:55:22- From: Dan Mangum: The crowd control weapons do not actually ignite the skin. It just FEELS like it is
on fire.
09:56:04- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: I agree Dan,
09:57:40- From: Dan Mangum: I’m not saying that makes it good or OK, just trying to be accurate.
10:20:09- From: Kindling Maker: What is the schedule for these two speakers please? If would help us to plan our
day and time.
10:23:58- From: Eileen Balint: Looks like GRAPHENE! Shungite?
10:24:31- From: Brent R.: 👍
10:25:34- From: Eileen Balint: QUESTION: Any info on how this technology may influence vaccine
technology???
10:26:20- From: U.S. Psychotronics Association: coming up next with Bev rubik
10:26:51- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: Graphene oxide is used in the covid-19 vaccines (Pfizer).
10:27:25- From: Eileen Balint: THANK YOU Andrew!!
10:29:40- From: Eileen Balint: QUESTION: I am curious about GRAPHENE OXIDE in vaccines and
SHUNGITE properties including C60 supplements. Any info available?
10:31:30- From: j t: i cant seem to hear anything – [JT – please email me directly at
gailinvermont@outlook.com]
10:32:12- From: Donna Andrew: Thank you Andrew, this is a most important presentation
10:32:47- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: Where can I find Beverly's recent paper om purple plates? I think she
mentioned it appeared in something like "The Water Journal" (?) [Please see highlights later in the chat
at the 10:50 mark]
10:33:00- From: Lucie Montpetit: Thank you very much Andrew. I learn every time I see you. Amazing!
10:33:10- From: Eileen Balint: QUESTION: Can PULSOR devices influence ‘magnetic humans’ … perhaps
coming from geoengineering and/or vaccines?
10:33:24- From: Ann: Yeah, I heard Water Journal. Call your local Master Degreed Librarian for help on finding
that!
10:34:24- From: Kathleen Desforges to Beverly Rubik(Privately): Hi nice to see you again. Will a recording be
sent to those on the zoom meeting who registered?
[please see Editor Comments above at 9:05]
10:34:30- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: A Google search did not turn up anything likely re the Water Journal - on the
first page anyway.
10:34:40- From: Kindling Maker: No slide
10:35:30- From: Ann to Beverly Rubik(Privately): Can you email it to Scott Beutlich?
10:36:18- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: 5G and COVID-19? A theory with evidence here:
https://www.orwell.city/2021/08/5G-map.html
10:36:24- From: j t: just says "you started sharing but its blank"
10:36:26- From: Eileen Balint: Do these devices structure water?
10:36:33- From: Kindling Maker: best to minimize zoom, open talk in the back ground of your computer, and
then share screen.
10:40:56- From: j t: that’s why certain computer games and strobe lights cause seizures.
10:42:12- From: j t: they call it full spectrum dominance
10:42:55- From: j t: to create a false techno-grid to overpower the earth grid.
10:43:16- From: james wilson: This has to be stopped
10:43:31- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: From my favorite review by Panagopoulos ("Comparing DNA damage
induced by mobile telephony and other types of man-made electromagnetic fields," Mutation ResearchReviews in Mutation Research 781 (2019) 53–62): "The extreme and unpredictable variability of the real-life
MT signals that apparently seems to be the reason for the corresponding intense bioactivity."
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10:45:11- From: U.S. Psychotronics Association: Thanks for joining us for our Masters Class Series. Please
Donate and become a member of US Psychotronics, to support this series and future conferences.
Psychotronics.org to Join and or donate!!!!
10:45:23- From: j t: walk away from the system. stop useing the tech. build off grid communities on earth grid
nexus points. read the book "seed of knowledge, Stone of plenty" it will explain how the ancients used the
earth grid to create harmony and plenty. this is the knowledge of the high priests. control the grid you control
the behavior of particles in the grid. cymantics.
10:47:17- From: james wilson: Yep, it was my 5G router that gave me covid, its why I’m here now
10:47:20- From: j t: thats why i dont use wifi, only cords. going from router to computer.
10:47:35- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: The future ahead: https://www.biogeometry.ca/home
10:50:13- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: I found Beverly's recent paper that included data o the ffects of purple
plates: https://waterjournal.org/volume-12/rubik/ "The Effects of Subtle External Stimuli on Chiral
Symmetry Breaking During Crystallization of Sodium Chlorate from Aqueous Solutions"
10:51:53- From: Donna Andrew: This is the biggest threat to life on the planet, but just like the death jabs, it
makes billions for the perpetrators - this technology is promising billions to investors - how do you make this
information SIMPLE?
10:52:33- From: Lucie Montpetit: FCC is full of conflict of interests.
10:53:00- From: Donna Andrew: just like the FDA, the FTC is controlled by the ‘industry’
10:53:06- From: Eileen Balint: QUESTION: How do TREES (ie. wavelengths, terpenes) influence wireless
radiation … and what about all those fires?
10:53:12- From: Brenda Staudenmaier: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-wins-case-fcc-safetyguidelines-5g-wireless/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=794a9103-1b18-45ca-8441001a334a6936
10:55:15- From: j t: many test have been done at my lab. plants hate wifi. seeds mutate and grow away from the
wifi signals.
10:55:26- From: Diane Pelletier: I'm severely electro-sensitive and I wonder if someone understand what we're
going trough just with the WI FI so imagine 5G... The wurst they don't beleve in this health problem or they
don't wont to?
10:55:35- From: Lucie Montpetit: Yes. Thank you Brenda. Dr Debras Davis did a wonderful job with R Kennedy
jr.
10:55:53- From: j t: its anti life. now having said that. you can and could make devices which enhance life esp
plant life. but nature already does this.
10:56:23- From: j t: build a farada cage to sleep in...you will get the best sleep ever.
10:57:37-From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: Lets' not forget the impact on Climate Change:
https://www.academia.edu/44019191/Argument_Against_5G_For_FCC_Docket_No_20_52
10:58:31- From: Diane Pelletier: Our home is like a farada cage but I'm stock in the house for the last 14 years
IMAGINE!
10:59:34- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: https://www.bcbs.com/the-health-of-america/reports/early-onset-dementiaalzheimers-disease-affecting-younger-american-adults
10:59:58- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: In the 4 years between 2013 and 2017, early-onset dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease combined diagnosis rates TRIPLED for adults aged 30 to 64, going up from 4.2/10,000 adults to
12.6/10,000 adults.
11:00:01- From: james wilson: Everyone, I now the reason why the symptoms don’t line up perfectly
11:00:22- From: james wilson: When people get covid they eject their heavy metals
11:00:25- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: FEAR is as bad as 5G! watch out
11:00:42- From: james wilson: The frequceices are interacting with people stored heavy metals
11:00:57- From: Pandora Winsby: I have been an authorized distributor of the Pulsor devices since 1983 & they
work as protection for this development of frequency aberration.
11:01:07- From: james wilson: Then th. imbue system respond s by ejecting them, if you have a lot of metals you
get very sic
11:01:07- From: Eileen Balint: QUESTION: How does a STEEL ROOF make a difference?
11:02:02- From: Diane Pelletier: I've been hit by lightning at work trough my headset and even the Doctors don't
beleve in my electrosensitivity...
11:02:16- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: NO difference if roof is steel
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11:03:15- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: Silver is known to block/absorb 5G
11:05:13- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: The industry taakes advantage of the fact that many people can't tell the
difference between absence of evidence" of harm and "evidence of absence of harm."
11:07:08- From: Donna Andrew: Good question about the ‘steel roof’ - does a steel roof reflect the wifi back to
users on the inside of the house - will it protect from satellite 5G?
11:07:57- From: Diane Pelletier: I would say alluminum
11:09:04- From: j t: reserch faraday cages. easy to build. cut out all electromagnetic frequencies. ALL. thats the
point of it.
11:09:28- From: j t: sorry for the spelling my keyboard is sticking. ;-)
11:11:30- From: Diane Pelletier: I have high blood pressure with cell phone around me
11:11:56- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: A large scale application of protecting whole cities from 5G here:
https://www.biogeometry.ca/home
11:15:53- From: Lucie Montpetit: Gluthathione is also reduce in ME/CFS:https://www.healthrising.org/treatingchronic-fatigue-syndrome/glutathione-treatment-chronic-fatigue-syndrome-fibromyalgia/
11:16:14- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: Vitamin D deficiency has a huge effect on Covid-19 vulnerability:
https://www.academia.edu/44744948/COVID_19_Vulnerability_and_Vitamin_D_One_Page_Summary
11:17:41- From: Eileen Balint: SILVERSHIELD EMF Shielding Tent $499.97 Dr. Mercola
11:18:26- From: Diane Pelletier: Myself I take ASEA Redox to increse my immune system plus D and C
11:19:47- From: j t: controle of the aymegdila/ brain through frequncies.
11:19:50- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: And Vitamin D boosts the body’s natural Immune System, increasing
generalized immunity against ALL viruses and COVID Variants, not just a specific one.
11:20:46- From: j t: bruce lipton said they can etcha-sketch blood vessals in a pitry dish 8 ys ago. so what can a
massive a.i controled frequency fields do?
11:21:18- From: Eileen Balint: What is Mast Cell Activation Syndrome (MCAS)?
11:24:09- From: j t: how about STOP USEING THIS TECH! use land lines.
11:24:19- From: j t: now the amish look like geniuses.
11:25:37- From: Diane Pelletier: That would be fine with me
11:26:22- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: Improve the immune system first by: eat organic unprocessed food, many
fruits/greens, clean your negative thoughts (fear, anger, hate, jealousy), add some LOVE to your Heart!
11:26:25- From: j t: we are developing ways to communicate with plants through light entanglement and fiber
optics at my lab right now.
11:27:56- From: Lucie Montpetit: Wi-FiCPAP machiine also!
11:27:57- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: I am communicating with my plants (gardener) now using LOVE!
11:28:40- From: Eileen Balint: Watch out for STRAY ELECTRICAL CURRENT!
11:28:44- From: Lucie Montpetit: Eathing mats do not work for everybody. Shoes are better for direct earth
contact.
11:28:45- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: And grounding reverses RBC clumping.
11:30:03- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: (“Earthing (Grounding) the Human Body Reduces Blood Viscosity—a Major
Factor in Cardiovascular Disease,” JACD Volume 19, Number 2, 2013, pp. 102–110
11:30:37- From: Eileen Balint: QUESTION: Does sunlight, especially early dawn spectrum of sunlight …
mitigate toxic EMF exposure?
11:30:39- From: Diane Pelletier: The bees are desappearing with all the waves
11:33:10- From: Eileen Balint: Eat wild salmon … protects myelin.
11:33:11- From: Lucie Montpetit: Thank you Dr Brubik!
11:33:16- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: Great summary.
11:33:17- From: Eileen Balint: thank you
11:33:42- From: Amy Wilson: Very interesting and helpful
11:33:59- From: Jeane Manning: so grateful to Dr. Rubik and Dr. Michrowski for your work.
11:34:04- From: james wilson: HI I have an explanation for the symptoms being slight off with radation
11:34:04- From: Donna Andrew: Thank you so much - we just need to get this information to the WORLD!!!
11:34:04- From: TW: How does 5g affect radionics?
11:34:30- From: j t: insects and plant are way more sensitive than humans.
11:34:38- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.: And because if their size, 5G mm waves impact insects more than larger
species.
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11:34:59- From: Ann Rose Dichov: Thank you to both scientists for presenting this information.
11:35:21- From: j t: everyone should read: seed of knowledge, stone of plenty.
11:36:00- From: Kindling Maker: Can Dr. Rubik talk about her education training such as when she completed
her undergrad and Phd, and what led her to this knowledge domain please?
11:36:02- From: Vaios Eleftheriou: Thank you all at USPA for this very informative webinar!
11:36:14- From: Sky David: Honoring USPA's research into the future.
11:36:25- From: james wilson: Heavy Metals in the body are being pushed out the people have covid
11:36:39- From: TW: Jon Rapaport from nomorefakenews has done investigative research stating that the actual
Covid virus has not been isolated. What are your thoughts?
11:36:50- From: Ed Kellogg, Ph.D.:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323523955_Exposure_of_Insects_to_RadioFrequency_Electromagnetic_Fields_from_2_to_120_GHz
11:40:23- From: U.S. Psychotronics Association: Thanks for joining us for our Masters Class Series. Please
Donate and become a member of US Psychotronics, to support this series and future conferences.
Psychotronics.org to Join and or donate!!!!
11:40:52- From: Kindling Maker: Is it correct that the virus was created in the laboratory?
11:41:03- From: Doe Kelly: Can someone comment/hypothesize any (adverse) effects of rf on people who have
taken "vaccines" that contain graphene oxide?
11:41:27- From: U.S. Psychotronics Association: theses recordings will be in our members area early next week
PLEASE join our Non Profit for learning the latest in new edge science
11:41:28- From: Kindling Maker: I agree - I mean what is gravity.
11:41:46- From: Eileen Balint: I have noticed very prickly thistle type plants grow near outdoor Air Conditioning
units. (Dirty electricity) Do spikes act as emf conduits? And do plants/soil with ‘spikes’ mitigate emf toxins?
Feng Shui says no no no to spikey plants.
11:41:59- From: TW: Since Covid it seem the flu has disappeared. How is that so?
11:42:30- From: Kindling Maker: Is it correct that the virus was created in the laboratory?
11:44:01- From: Kindling Maker: power/sociological factors can change dna
11:44:22- From: Eileen Balint: Beverly, what do think about Terrain Theory or Germ Theory?
11:44:27- From: Kindling Maker: wow
11:44:51- From: j t: check out a south african woman who communicates with animals anna breikenback she has
a TED talk.
11:45:05- From: TW: CRISPR technology changes DNA - seems risky to me
11:45:06- From: j t: all shamans know consiousness effects DNA.
11:45:12- From: Kindling Maker: is there a link to the ted talk please?
11:45:41- From: j t: also read everything about viktor schauberger. living energies.
11:46:06- From: j t: great talk. i am also avaliable for talks.
11:46:09- From: Lucie Montpetit: Thank you three for making this talk possible1
11:46:20- From: Artur Bartosik: Thank you.
11:46:22- From: j t: also check out grabinkov
11:46:23- From: Ellen Pettigrew: thank you
11:46:26- From: TW: Thank you
11:46:33- From: james wilson: thans
11:46:54- From: j t: he discovered insect levitation. he was a russian entomologist.
If you have any further questions or Comments about this Masterclass, please send them to either Scott at
uspsychotronics@yahoo.com or Gail at gailinvermont@outlook.com or both. We’ll respond per query and put
universal questions and answers in our next email or newsletter. Thanks for taking part in our Masterclass!
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Section VII: USPA Lectures Digitazion – The FIRST Herculean Task is Done!
We Have Enough MP4’s to watch till Glen Rein runs out of new topics for lectures!
Background: Since the founding of USPA in 1975, hundreds of top speakers have made
presentations at our annual conferences. These historic lectures were presented by people who are
involved in the leading edges of science, especially the phenomena of Mind-Body and technology.
Technology Kept Changing: We tried to keep pace with technology. We went from Audio Cassettes
in 1978 to VHS in 1982 to DVD’s in 2003 to MP3 and Mp4 in 2015.
Creating the Library: Recently, Scott Beutlich, treasurer of USPA, with the blessing of the board of
directors, vetted several companies for conversion of all of our videos to digital media! In December of
2020 in the middle of the Covid Pandemic, he drove all the tapes and DVDs to two companies for the
transfer.
The Master List: The transcription of all of over 1400 USPA Conference videos to mp4 is now
complete. Scott and Gail have exchanged emails for over a year to complete and correct (and correct and
correct) the full list of available videos.
You can now download the free PDF catalog of over 1400 Recordings- by year: Organized by
Conference year (click the title). If you prefer to see the list sorted by speaker? Here it is: Organized
by Speaker, Alphabetically (ditto).
[Words to the wise – don’t click “print” unless you have a lot of paper in the printer! The regular list is 54
pages long. The speaker list- without spaces and year titles is 40 pages. So, download the lists for perusal, and
print just the last two order sheet pages to fill out your selections; one order sheet is for audio, one is for video.
Please watch the titles; not every lecture is available in both formats. If you have any questions about a listing,
please contact Scott at uspsychotronics@yahoo.com]

Making Them Pretty: Scott is now going through each of them, adding titles, the USPA Logo
leader and legal disclaimers. It is a labor intensive project.
The next Herculean Task: Getting them in our Shop: As Scott gets these prepped, he uploads
them to FileZilla. Gail then takes them, formats the URL in “USPA Style” and links them into the
Products catalog on our website.
Currently we 220 Video recordings, have 35 audio recordings, and 4 Master Classes for sale. We’re
putting more in the shop as quickly as we can, so check back often for your favorites. If you just can’t
wait, contact Scott and he’ll give your choice a bump to the head of the line!

Section VIII “Members Only” Perk: over 65 presentations for free online viewing.
New additions are highlighted in yellow
One big advantage to being a member of USPA is the Members Only page of our website.
We have over 65 presentations. There is a collection of Master Classes, livestream videos and audio and
video lectures from past USPA conferences. We’ve added several special videos too. Here is a list of the
presentations available to members of USPA. Not a member yet? You can fix that in just a few minutes
at https://www.psychotronics.org/join/
NEWEST Master Class Video
Masterclass #19 a – Wireless Technology, Radiation and 5G with Andrew Michrowski
Masterclass #19 b – The Possible Connection between 5G and the Covid 19 Pandemic
(Link to Andrew Michrowski PowerPoint from Masterclass 19a – see “Extras” below)
Master Class Videos
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Masterclass #1 – Radionics Masterclass - with Lutie Larsen
Masterclass #2 – Strange Physics Masterclass - with Scott Beutlich
Masterclass #3 – What Is The Radionic Stick? - with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #4 – Time is Not Solid - with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #5 – Accessing and Supplementing Morphogenetic Fields with Radionic Coding Via the
Ether - with Dan Taylor
Masterclass #6 – Balancing Ideas with Thought Forms- with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #7 – The Perils of Fifth Generation (5G) Wireless – with Beverly Rubik
Masterclass #8 – Physics of Radionics - with Dan Taylor
Masterclass #9 – A Radionic Approach to Fine Agriculture - with Hugh Lovel
Masterclass #10 – An Interview with Tad Mann – with Michael Leger
Masterclass #11 – An Interview with Nick Franks – with Michael Leger
Masterclass #12 – 1984 Presentation – with Marcel Vogel
Masterclass #13 -Mind Dynamics in Space and Time – with Elizabeth Rauscher
Masterclass #14 – Recent Advances in Scalar Technology - with Eldon Byrd
Masterclass # 15 – Part I – Tom Bearden Q & A
Masterclass #15 Part II - The Tom Bearden Phenomena - with Tom Valone
Masterclass # 17- Healing at a Distance: A Multi-Dimensional System with Darren Starwynn
Masterclass #18 - Remembering the Past with Brooks Agnew

Extras:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dr. Marina Kostina’s Interview of Ed Kelly at the 41st USPA Conference YouTube
Dr. Marina Kostina’s YouTube Interview of Ed Kelly at the 41 st USPA Conference Transcript
Rubik / Michrowski PowerPoint from Masterclass #19 – Michrowski PowerPoint
Darren Starwynn PowerPoint from Masterclass #17: Darren’s PowerPoint

2019 USPA Conference – Select Videos
1. 2019 Eric Pearl and Jillian Reconnective Healing
2. 2019 Glen Rein Self-Healing Mechanisms in Biology
3. 2019 Ed Kelly Understanding the Radionics Equation
4. 2019 Dale Pond Radionics and Keely’s Law of Sympathetic Oscillation
5. 2019 Lutie Larsen Using Radionics Every Day.mp4
6. 2019 Marty Lucas Using Love as a Radionics Reagent
2015 USPA Conference -Select Videos
1. The Idealism of Engineering Non-Locality - Jon Klimo
2. Biomolecular Transitions To Higher Order States from 4D to 5D - Glenn Rein
Classic USPA Videos
1. 1986 Eric Dollard, Tom Brown & Bob Beck - Multiwave Oscillator 2. 1990 Al Bielek - The Philadelphia Experiment
3. 1990 Andrija Puharich- Unification of the Four Forces of Nature with the Mind
4. 1998 Colin Andrews -Crop Circles and What They Mean
5. 1983 Jack Houck - Spoon Bending
6. 1983 Peter Kelly - Report and Update: Inter-Dimensional Sciences
7. 1984- Tom Bearden, John Bedini, Peter Lindemann- The Bedini Motor
8. 1990 Tom Bearden Action at a Distance Fundamental Mechanism of Radionics
9. 1988 Valerie Hunt Scientific Validation of Human EM Field
10. 1988 Marcel Vogel The Structuring of Water by Crystals
11. 1985 Tom Bearden Soviet Weather Engineering Over North America
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Bonus Videos
1. Pyramids–Crop Circles and Medicine Wheels are Vortex Portals - Mary Hardy
2. Remembering The Future; The Physics of the Soul and Time Travel - Brooks Agnew
3. Thane Heins New Electric Generator [New Addition in July]
4. George Byng on the Rife Connection Interviewed by Michael Leger [New Addition in July]
5. 2007 Stanley Truman and Erik Rowley The Pursuit of the Rife Microscope Paradox [Addition in July]
6. 2016 George Kuepper Practicing Radionics for Farming and Gardening
7. Bob Beutlich - Guest Speaker at Scott Beutlich's High School Physics Class
8. 1982 Andrija Puharich Chemical Compounds Receptors of Artificial ELF
2015 USPA Conference – Select Audio Presentations
1. Tri-Vortex Technology - the Cutting Edge of Subtle Energy Applications- Brian Andersen
2. Biomolecular Transitions to Higher Order States from 4D to 5D-Glen Rein
3. Radionics Demystified -Ed Kelly
4. Radionic Techniques to Help Sleep Apnea, Lyme Disease and Allergies -Tim Lippert
5. Organic Farming Facts, Fabrications and Radionics -George Kuepper
6. Healing with Radionics -Linda Lancaster
7. Use of Radionic Techniques on Farm and Homestead-Lutie Larsen
8. Scientific Validation of Botanical Medicine-Ellen Kamhi R.N.
9. Tribute to Cleve Baxter-Brian Andersen
10. Global Mind Control and the First 4 Worlds of Defense-Richard A. Miller
11. Biophotons The Light Emitted by Organisms in Health and Healing-Beverly Rubik
12. Activating the Glia Brain Through Spiral Breath and the Quantum Infinity-Gayle Mack
13. The Idealism of Engineering Non-Locally-Jon Klimo
14. The Structure of Water and How Psyche Enters Matter-Richard A. Miller
15. NON-GMO Better Late Than Never-Ellen Kamhi

Section IX - What Are Others Up To?
A Virtual Library
John Reed has done an enormous amount of preservation work for USPA. He has scanned to pdf
thousands of pages of scientific work. He has preserved most of our USPA newsletters, journals and
proceedings and much more in digital format. He continues to be the “official” librarian of USPA. Many
thanks to John for all of his work! The full, ever changing list can be found here: USPA Library.
John says: “As a whole, the members of USPA have a huge “library” of periodicals, but it just
happens to be “distributed” among its members at this point in time. However, we can work together,
and if you would be willing to loan, donate, Xerox, or as a last resort, sell copies of your periodicals to
us for the USPA Library, then we will be able to build a large centralized library of all psychotronics
periodicals. All USPA members will then be able to use these periodicals in their research or for their
reading enjoyment.”

Section X Editor’s Feedback Nook:
We’d like this to be an interactive newsletter! (Read that as “Somebody talk to me!!)
Send your article submissions, comments or questions to the editor, Gail Ruggles at
gailinvermont@outlook.com (Please note; my email has changed.) I will respond to all!
Pick a topic and submit a comment or question. BE SURE to tell me if you want your name
published or not.




Would you like to present a Masterclass for USPA? Let us know your field of ‘expertise.”
Who is your favorite USPA Speaker? (And why?) What did you learn unexpectedly?
Would you attend an “in person” conference in 2022? WE REALLY WANT TO KNOW
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What radionic or psychotronics book or article have you read lately that you would like to share?
Who would you like to see present a webinar on our website?
Are you looking for info about a radionic instrument, scientist, book or article you can’t find?
Would like to make a news announcement, report something, make a request, or post a question
about anything related to psychotronics, radionics or a related subject? Here’s your chance!

Section XI: USPA Conference Recordings – the Digitizing Project’s Fallout:
The Auction
USPA has found itself “buried” under a mountain of priceless historical data in the form of audio
cassettes, VHS Cassette Videos and DVD recordings. What are we going to do with all the originals??
We’re having a silent auction, and offer them off to the highest bidder. Details have been printed in
previous newsletters and can be supplied on request to gailinvermont@outlook.com or on the website at
AUCTION.
We have doubles and quadruples of some of them. Let us know what you’d like and we’ll give you
a price you can’t refuse! So, if you are interested in any of these items, please let us know. We are
considering eBay! We’d rather sell them to you and ship direct than go through the Big E! Contact me
gailinvermont@outlook.com Make us an offer we can’t refuse.
SAVE USPA money. If we can sell enough of this merchandise, we can downsize our storage unit!!
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Section XII - The Basics
Production of the Newsletter

Editorial Office: USPA Newsletter, Gail E. Ruggles, 2088 Maple Ridge Road, Newark, VT 05871.
Email gailinvermont@outlook.com Phone: 802-535-5173. After August 1, 2020, please address all
newsletter inquiries to Gail.
For immediate assistance regarding other USPA issues, contact Scott Beutlich, the secretary / treasurer
of USPA at uspsychotronics@gmail.com
Manuscript Submission: Submit all manuscripts as word documents by the 12th of each month to
gailinvermont@outlook.com for review for possible publication in the next month’s newsletter. The
Board of Directors reviews all editorial decisions.
Enjoy unique information about radionics, psychotronics and other related topics at USPA’s website at
http://psychotronics.org . Find us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/
Back Issues of our Newsletters are available on the USPA website above. Or Click Here
Copyright: While authors retain the copyright to their writings, USPA reserves the right to post copies
of the USPA Newsletter on its website.

Let them Lead

Our Officers and Board Members:
President
VP - Scientific Outreach
Secretary / Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Speaker Coordinator

Jon Klimo Ph.D.
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.
Scott Beutlich
Daniel Taylor
Glen Rein Ph.D.

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Alan Kacperski
Glen Rein Ph.D.
John Reed M.D.
Daniel Taylor
Ann Michels
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.

What is USPA?
The United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization founded
in 1975 to serve as a focal point for scientific and technical exploration of the universe of esoteric,
spiritual, and psychic arts in the United States of America.
The USPA has been hosting annual conferences for its membership since its formation and has
featured countless individuals with cutting-edge viewpoints, research, or theories to share, allowing any
interested persons to openly discuss their work.
What is Psychotronics?
USPA defines psychotronics as the science of mind-body-environment relationships, an
interdisciplinary science concerned with the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness.
Psychotronics involves the study, research, and applications of the physics and technology of the
mind, brain, spirit, consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term
“psychotronics”.
We believe that a true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual, as well as, the
technical, and provide an opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along with the
professionals. We stress research, with documentation of results, and practical applications, rather than
personal experience and unsupported hypotheses.
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Section XIII - Our Sponsors
USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page

The USPA would like to give special recognition on a continuing basis to people who
have made generous donations to the United States Psychotronics Association in the past
three years.
This special “USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page” will be carried in each
issue of the USPA Journal & Newsletter, and new names will be added as donations are
received.
The USPA wishes to recognize the following individuals and extend our gratitude for
their generosity:
Donors 2021
PMH Atwater
Nuzhat Haneef
Donors 2020
Michael Leger (aetherea LLC)
Alexander S.C. Rower
Michael Picker
PMH Atwater
Renee Gerow
Donors 2019
Dr. John Reed
Michael Leger
George Alder II
Harsinie Pranditarante
To make a tax deductible donation
to the United States Psychotronics Association
(USPA) online:
Please go to the
USPA Donations Page
and use your credit card, debit card, or PayPal.
For those who wish to make a donation by check,
please make your check payable to “USPA” and mail it to
USPA Treasurer, Scott Beutlich,
525 Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL 60014
~ With Our Continued Thanks! ~
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Paid for - Classified Ad Section – Not necessarily endorsed by USPA
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Section XIV – Classifieds
If you have any “related items” to sell, (books, radionic machines, etc.) we charge 20 cents per
word, 20.00 per half page with supplied artwork or photos or 35.00 per whole page. Your paid ad will
run in the next three issues of the newsletter, or until you let us know your item is no longer for sale.
If you would like to publicize an event for a non-profit organization, USPA will advertise for
you up to 750 words free. We ask for mutual links to our website from yours.
If you would like to publicize a for profit event, USPA will charge average advertising rates.
Please contact Scott Beutlich at uspsychotronics@gmail.com. to discuss this well ahead of time.
(We will have a disclaimer on the page saying that USPA is not responsible for the content or
condition of items sold from this newsletter, nor does it back any treatment, modality or veracity of
presentation. It does not back any claim of medical efficacy of machines or treatments. USPA can not
recommend specific radionic practitioners, or offer radionic treatments from its board or officers.

Section XV – J.G. Gallimore’s Five Rare Books Are Now Available!
Jerry G. Gallimore was one of the founders of the USPA in 1975, and was a leading researcher in
psychotronics and unusual energies until his untimely death in 1989.
All five of J.G. Gallimore’s rare books on psychotronics subjects and unusual energies have been
reprinted by the United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) and are being made available at a
fraction of the cost that used copies were being sold at online.
So rare have these books been, that only a few libraries in the entire world had them in their
collections, and some original Gallimore’s books were being sold for several hundred dollars each
online. However, with these newly reprinted volumes, each will be available for less than $30.00. All
are: Available at Amazon.com
ISBN-10:
The first book of three 468
1543024998
volumes on unusual
Pages
ISBN-13:
energies
978-1543024999
Gallimore discusses in depth the research, discoveries, and inventions of all the major researchers in
subtle energies, the aether, biological 62 fields, pyramid energy, radiesthesia, radionics, crystal
transduction, and related subjects.
These include the works of Baron Von Reichenbach's and his odic energy, Dr. Wilhelm Reich's
orgone energy, Dr. Harold Burr's biological life fields, Kozyrev's time mirror, Edgar Cayce's
transmission of energy, and related research done by many others.
Of particular importance is Gallimore's 127 page chapter on radionics. In this chapter he discusses in
depth the research and devices of Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus, Rho Sigma, Dr. L. P. Corte and
other prominent people in the radionics field.
ISBN-10:
The second book of
258
Collected Properties &
1543025048
three volumes on
Pages
Writings of J. G.
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gallimore: Volume 2
978-1543025040
This is the second book in the “Unusual Energies” series that J.G. Gallimore published. It covers
Gallimores research on Albert Abrams, the founder of modern radionics, psychological physics,
psychic energy, thought resonance, subtle energies, crystals, and related subjects.
In addition, a number of radionics devices are discussed, such as the De La Warr Diagnostic
Instrument. And very helpfully, the rates are provided for substances, body organs, and medical
diseases and disorders. I very interesting interview of Christopher Bird, conducted by J.G. Gallimore is
provided, as well as a discussion of Walter Russell and his research
The Handbook of Unusual Energies:
Volume 1 of Handbook of Unusual
Energies
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ISBN-10:
The third book of
228
1543024947
three volumes on
Pages
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
978-1543024944
This book describes in depth the research and theories of J.G. Gallimore into the question of
parapsychology transmission" -the question of how such things as telepathy, remote viewing, ESP, and
similar phenomena can physically occur.
He discusses the various emanations, radiations, and energy fields of all matter and life including the
ancient Chinese energy called "chi" (qi), the ancient Indian's prana energy, Reichenback's "odic force,"
Gurwitsch's "mitogenic radiation," Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, and other subtle energies. He
shows how all of these energies are similar, how they interact, and how they are related to gravity.
He also discusses crystals as transducers of these energies, and provides diagrams of devices that
could potentially be used to harness or control these energies.
ISBN-10:
374
Transverse Paraphysics: The New
1543024920
Pages
Science of Space, Time, and Gravity
ISBN-13:
Control
978-1543024920
This book covers the visionary research and theories developed by J.G. Gallimore about antigravity, space, time, and biophysics.
He discusses in depth the dimensions of space, time, and gravity, and new discoveries in each of
these areas. In addition, he covers research being done on anti-gravity and then discusses anti-gravity
patents that have been obtained.
He also discusses the intriguing concept of aura energy fields surrounding humans and other living
things, and how extra-sensory perception (ESP) might be explained through biophysical principles.
ISBN-10:
134
Unified Field Theory Research Book:
1543024831
Pages
Using Subjective Response to PsiISBN-13:
Plasma for Analysis of Properties
978-1543024838
Neutral Charge Plasma Fields
This book is about psychotronics, radionics, electromagnetic fields and waves, psi-plasma, plasma
fields, subtle energies, bio-electromagnetic energy, and other unusual energies emitted by living and
non-living things. It also is about how living things interact with and are affected by these energies,
which may enhance health or harm health.
The book covers the research of Wilhelm Reich on Orgone energy, of Baron Reichenback on the
odic forces, as well as research done by Cazzamalli on brain radiations and Lakhovsky on using high
frequency radiations to successfully treat cancer in humans. In addition, Lakhovsky used similar
methods to enhance the growth of plants. Gallimore shows how these energies, forces, and fields are all
inter-related and provides hypotheses and ideas on their possible unification.
Relationship Between
Parapsychology and
Gravity: Volume 3
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